Abstract. For the purpose of avoiding interference between each parallel testing tasks, this paper analyzes the testing process by dividing it into testing atoms, and makes the parameter set as the basic unit for each testing atom resource allocation so as to avoid interference. By means of modeling the parallel testing and with the object of minimizing the total testing time, it puts forward the parallel testing task scheduling algorithm on basis of improved particle swarm optimization. The experimental results verify that this method can be efficiently applied in parallel testing optimal scheduling.
Introduction
Parallel testing technology belongs to next generation testing technology, and it is one of the new technologies that support NxTestATS [1, 2] . In the process of parallel testing , the concurrently performed testing tasks sending commands to the same tested object, may cause different changes to the same certain tested object state parameters, and in the follow-up testing program, the correctness of the parameter may be mistakenly judged, resulting in the situation of mutual interference.
Each testing task corresponds to a group of atoms, in which the running time of each atom is t 1, t 2 ,t 3 …tn. Each atom is to use parameter resource in at least one or more parameter resource allocation sets. The parallel scheduling is to satisfy the above constraints, i.e., to get parallel scheduling sequence of testing atoms without arising conflicts in parameters resource allocation set, so to make overall testing in the shortest time.
For the above problem, undirected connected graph
is used to describe the relationship of testing atoms, where 1 2 { , ,..., } n TA ta ta ta = is the node set for graph G; each node represents a testing atom; E is the connection set of the graph, and the connection E e ∈ connecting the two vertices tai and taj means that tai and tajdo not affect the same parameters.
Each connection of the graph G represents that there exist parameter resource allocation set competition between the two designated corresponding testing atoms. By means of graph G, the parallel scheduling problem is turned into the order of node coloring problem.
Graph node coloring problem is a typical combinatorial optimization problem widely used in combination analysis and everyday life. Because there is no exact algorithm for polynomial time, the graph coloring is a NP problem [3] . Due to this reason, the application of the heuristic algorithm for an approximate solution becomes a realistic solution. Gao Lin [4] puts forward the DNA algorithm of graph coloring on basis of properly coding node and color according to the experiment method of the molecular biology, and Dyeing P Galinier [5] puts forward the ant colony algorithm to solve the problem, which effectively avoid the defects that heuristic search easily fall into local minimum. Celia and Adam [6] put forward the improved genetic algorithm, which improves solving performance. The above algorithms have certain effect for ordinary graph coloring obtained, but it still needs further investigation for graph node order coloring. , graph node coloring code is directly adopted as the coloring code, set coloring sets in a integer, the magnitude of which represents the order of the color, i.e. a number n of nodes are colored as x 1 ，x 2 ,…，xn respectively, where the integer x1 represents the color of node i. The results of coloring is represented by vector
. If
that means the coloring sequence is
2 ta ta {ta3}, and the corresponding parallel scheduling testing atoms ta1 and ta5 execute in parallel, followed by parallel execution of and ta2 and ta4, and finally the execution of ta3 testing atom.  Fitness function
τ represents the number by which the violation of the coloring constraints occurs, therefore, τ = 0 means every node coloration satisfies the graph order coloring constraint 1.
ς represents the number by which the violation of the coloring order constraints occurs.
Assign k as the number of colors used to render graph G, where the set of testing atoms marked by the i-th color is denoted as 
According to equation (1) (2) (3), construct the fitness value function:
For fitness value f, the smaller the value of it, the better the location of the particle, where A is the penalty factor used for adjusting the proportion of graph node sequential coloring constraint 1 and constraint 2 in particle fitness value.  Speed formula Make use of k colors to render the graph G, then n k ≤ , in which n denotes the number of nodes, so that the worst situation is when n k = , all the testing atoms are executed in a manner of sequence testing. Therefore, it is necessary to make an appointment on the value of each element of the coloration vector. Assign the color set limited to CSet=｛0,2,…,n-1｝, when update the position in accordance with the speed formula, the value of j-dimensional component of particle i must be limited within the color set, so that assign ) , mod( n m to represent modulus operation, and abs() to represent absolute value operation, int() to represent integer operation, in order to define the compound operation as ) )), (int( mod( ) ( n x abs x bind = , where n is the number of nodes of graph G. The speed formula of j-dimensional component of particle i is: (6) In (5), p is the current particle's best experienced position, p g is the global best position. About 
In (7), MI is the largest evolution generation, and t is the current evolution generation. Iteration of the particles according to (6) makes the group search have a good ability of space expansion at the beginning, and along with the execution of iteration, the pace of iterative search continues to decrease, which has effectively improved the algorithm convergence speed.
Learning factors c 1 = c 2 = 2.  SA local optimization
The specific method of combining SA local optimization and PSO algorithm is to perform a simulated annealing operation upon the new locations of the particles again after the particles update their positions by the speed formula. And the initial temperature of annealing is denoted as 0 ε , cooling coefficient is denoted as μ , 1 0 < < μ
, and cooling operation is denoted as
, so that assign the variation between fitness value of the particle's current position and the previous location to be f ∇ , and for probability
, then accept the new position, otherwise reject the new position, and maintain the original position. From the annealing process it can be seen that the particle position accepts child individual as new individual according to Metropolis criterion, and in addition to optimal solution, a certain level of deterioration solution is also accepted in order to improve the diversity of particle swarm, moreover, with the continuous decrease of ε , the probability of accepting deterioration solution also decreases, and finally there is not any deterioration solution is accepted asε tends to zero, and thus the algorithm escapes from the local optimum trap, and finally gets the global optimal solution.  PSO-SA algorithm
In light of the above mentioned, the specific steps of algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 Assign initial parameters, including the maximum evolution algebra MI, group scale m, annealing initial temperature 0 ε and temperature reducing coefficient μ , etc.;
Step 2 Set n n AS × according to the testing timing sequence constraint relation between atoms, and set n n× GN corresponding to map G according to the competition relationship of parameter resource distribution sets;
Step 3 Make 1 = κ , generate initial partial positions as many as m according to the above mentioned greedy algorithm, and set each particle a initial speed randomly;
Step 4 Set a fitness value for each particle according to (4) and update p and p g according to the fitness value;
Step 5 Renew the speed of the particles according to (5), update the particle's position according to (6) , and color revise the new position of the particles.
Step 6 Calculate fitness value of the particle in new position so to reach fitness variation f ∇ between the old and the new position, Step 8 Stop operations, return to p g as algorithm output.
Test results
For checking the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithm, corresponding data for a particular issue are given in [7] .
As for the choices of experiment parameters, the swarm size is 20; the maximum evolution algebra is 50, the annealing initial temperature 0 ε is 1; the temperature reducing coefficient μ is 0.95; penalty coefficients A is 2.
Three experimental algorithm are used. They are the TaskScheduler-T algorithm described in [7] , the standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) and PSO-SA algorithm proposed by this paper.
Each algorithm runs 20 times.
As shown in table 1, the experiment results indicates that TaskScheduler-T algorithm randomly generates feasible testing scheduling sequence in parallel, and gets the optimal solution by exhausting them. Although this method can find optimal solution each time, the time consumption by it is intolerable when the size of the problem to be solved reaches certain extent. As for the other two algorithms, the PSO-SA is superior to PSO in time consumption and precision. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that PSO-SA method finds the optimal solution in 13th generation. By contrast, the PSO method finds it in the 28th generation, which indicates that the searching capability of PSO-SA is higher than that of PSO. 
Conclusion
For the purpose of avoiding interference between each parallel testing tasks in test progress, this paper analyzes the testing process by dividing it into testing atoms, and makes the parameter set as the basic unit for each testing atom resource allocation so as to avoid interference. By means of modeling the parallel testing and with the object of minimizing the total testing time, it puts forward the parallel testing task scheduling algorithm on basis of improved particle group algorithm. The experimental results verify that this method can be efficiently applied in parallel testing optimal scheduling.
